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ABSTRACT

Various factors concerning the U.S. Coast Guard

Standard Terminal microcomputer, including the large number

of installation sites, steady turnover of user personnel,

and conflicting demands of operational commitments indicate

that computer-based trainir l is a desirable approach for

indoctrinating new users of the computer system. Any such

instructional computer program developed for this purpose

should consider the characteristics of the trainee audience,

particularly the varied levels of procedural detail desired

and constraints on time available for training.

The Elaboration Theory of Instructional Design provides

an excellent framework for creating a viable computer-based

course of instruction. A Pascal computer program and

demonstration lesson modules utilize the macro-strategy

components of Elaboration Theory in an introductory course

on computer procedures. Course presentation is controlled by

special characters imbedded in the lesson text files and

interpreted by the program.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Coast Guard makes widespread use of a

particular suite of microcomputer equipment, generically

referred to as the Coast Guard Standard Terminal. The

Standard Terminal is a highly capable machine, with a large

variety of system services and applications available

through an Executive command interpreter. The Executive

offers such diversity and flexibility, however, that a new

user of the computer system may be more confused than

enlightened by the on-line "help" feature and available

documentation. New system users find personal indoctrination

in Standard Terminal procedures a necessity.

User training for the Standard Terminal is currently a

labor-intensive effort lacking organizational coordination

or enforcement of instructional standards. Computer training

is made difficult by the large number of Standard Terminal

sites, the steady turnover of personnel inherent in a

military organization, and conflicting demands on personnel

from operational commitments. One possible solution to the

Standard Terminal indoctrination problem is the use of

computer-based introductory training at all installation

sites.

The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the

capabilities of the Standard Terminal in supporting such a

7
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computer-based training application. This is accomplished by

meeting several objectives:

- Proposing subject matter content and format for a
computer-based training (CBT) introductory course in
Standard Terminal operating procedures;

- Constructing a prototype CBT product based on
appropriate principles of instructional design and
software programming, utilizing the Standard Terminal
hardware and software commonly available to field
personnel and training support staffs;

- Commenting on the capabilites and limitations of
current Standard Terminal configurations in presenting
this CBT product.

The scope of this thesis is limited to demonstrating

CBT capabilities of the Standard Terminal. No cost/benefit

comparison is made between the approach taken here and other

instructional media, although observations are presented

which justify the consideration of CBT as a viable

alternative in training Standard Terminal users.

0'
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II. ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

A. BACKGROUND: COAST GUARD STANDARD TERMINAL

In an attempt to standardize many data processing

activities and provide field units with access to central

databases, in 1981 the U.S. Coast Guard awarded a

requirements contract for the purchase of highly capable

microcomputers. These Coast Guard Standard Terminals were to

be distributed throughout the organization. A key element in

the Coast Guard's Information Resources Management

Architecture, the Standard Terminal was intended to

eventually replace other microcomputer systems in use

(through normal equipment attrition and replacement rather

than direct substitution), unless a specific user's needs

could not be satisfied by the standard computer [Ref. 11. P,

early 1984 over 3000 Coast Guard Standard Terminal (CGS'T)

workstations were installed in nearly 1000 sites in tlhe

continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii [Ref. 2, 31.

-
I  The suite of CGST equipment includes three types of

workstation ("AWS," for Applications Workstation; "IW'S," for

Integrated Workstation; "MWS," for Monitor Workstation),

Winchester hard disk and eight-inch floppy disk drives, dot-

* matrix and daisy wheel ("letter-quality") printers, and

9
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modems.* System equipment configurations may vary

considerably among sites. The most common configuration has

an IWS or MWS serving as master workstation in a cluster of

up to eight terminals (either IWS or AWS). Although each

workstation in a cluster has its own Central Processing Unit

(CPU) and main memory, the master unit polls the others for

their input/output (I/O) requests to secondary memory.

Printers and other peripheral devices may be connected to

any terminal in a cluster, and be available for sharinq by

the other workstations. All CGST sites have at least 40

megabytes of hard-disk storage available, and each

workstation in the field has at least 512 kilobytes of main

memory [Ref. 3].

The present CGST's operating system, CTOStM, was

developed by the equipment manufacturer specifically for

this line of computers. User interface with the system is

through a commmand interpreter program called the Executive;

all system programs and utilities are available through

Executive commands. Applications software for the CGST

(including periodic updates) is distributed to each site as

part of the contracted computer installation order. Included

in the "distribution software" are applications for data

*The present Standard Terminal workstations and
peripheral memory devices are manufactured by Converaent
Technologies of Santa Clara, California, and marketed to the
Coast Guard by C3, Incorporated of Reston, Virginia.

10
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communications (including terminal emulation and electronic

mail), word processing, electronic spreadsheet, and

programming tools (text editor, compilers, linker,

librarian, etc.). In addition, many operating system

services, such as those controlling screen display and disk

access, are available through subroutine calls in user

programs.

B. STANDARD TERMINAL TRAINING

1. Existing Training

Under terms of the procurement contract, C3,

Incorporated is required to provide initial user training 3t

each CGST site. This is done once, at the time of svstem

installation. Subsequent user training is left to local site

personnel, typically a designated System Manager. The

beginning user is coached one-on-one by an experienced user,

or may be exposed to a more structured "classroom" approach.

In either case, the training process is labor-intensive.

Instructors are frequently diverted from pressinc

operational obligations to perform this necessary new-user

indoctrination. Although many Coast Guard units have

estailished CGST training programs, no formal guidelines for

training course content have been promulgated. As a

consequence, pertinent material may be presented incorrectly

or not at all, depending on the experience and preferences

of the instructor.

Si
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Once initial instruction is complete, the new user

must develop familiarity with the system on his own, aided

only by other users or technical documentation which many

find obscure and confusing. A hard-copy user tutorial was

prepared for the Coast Guard by the Federal Office of

Personnel Management and Kinton, Inc., of Alexandria,

Virginia, but its scope is limited to system sign-on and

the word processor and IQL (Interactive Query Language)

applications. The CGST contractor also provides hard-copy

tutorials for the word processor and t ultiplantm

applications. Nevertheless, in the estimation of the

Training and Evaluation Division, Coast Guard Office of

Personnel, "the Coast Guard has been operating in a

[training] survival mode in response to the implementation

of the Standard Terminal System." [Ref. i: p. 271

Three factors further contribute to the difficulty

of providing adequate new-user CGST traininq: the rate of

personnel turnover at CGST sites, the number of sites, and

the size of most of these Coast Guard units. As a military

organization, the Coast Guard transfers personnel regularly.

Any field unit may also make internal reassignments as

personnel are advanced in grade or given different

responsibilities. As a consequence, the field unit may see a

steady flow of service members and civilian employees

. requiring initial or "refresher" training in use of the

CGST. When this turnover is considered with the larqe number

12
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of CGST sites, the problem of indoctrinating all new users

with centralized training resources appears overwhelming.

Most of the Coast Guard units using CGST's do not

have the luxury of dedicating full-time personnel to

computer sy ;tem maintenance and training. Billet structures

were developed with the assumption that such activity would

be handled as a collateral duty (i.e., one responsibility

among many assigned to an individual). Since most Coast

Guard units have a substantial load of operational tasks to

perform, the administrative overhead of CGST indoctrination

may be frequently postponed or shortchanged. Operational

requirements may also make unit commanders reluctant to

send personnel to off-site training courses.

2. A Computer-Based Training Approach

Given the magnitude of the Standard Terminal

introductory training problem, a computer-based training

(CBT) approach appears reasonable. A computer-based training

course is one which is conducted entirely or predominantly

through the computer user's interaction with an on-line

instructional program. Various authors [Ref. 4, 5, 6, 7]

* recommend CBT for several reasons:

- There can be "unlimited" simultaneous users of a
computer course, each selecting their own area of
interest, proceeding at their own pace, and choosing
their own time to experience training.

13
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The same computer equipment used for operations can be
used for training; simulation of real-world
environments in a training program is possible, and
little or no additional investment in hardware
necessary. Training is hands-on.

- There are no problems of class scheduling, although
terminal scheduling may be a slight local concern.
Costs of formal instruction centers and of instructor
or student travel/per diem are minimized.

- CBT is easy to update, in whole or in portions,
especially when coordinated from a central trainina
facility. Training standardization is improved.

- Impact on operations is minimized, since the student
(or his supervisor) can choose his own lesson time; he
can be interrupted if necessary, and later res'i-
training at the same point.

- Only required or desired topics need be covered. Sin,,
direct application to job requirements can be seen, tb

0 user has an active interest in learning the material.

The concept of computer-based training 31so

receives support from Coast Guard directives. One of the

explicit goals of the Coast Guard C3/IRM Plan [Ref. 2:

p. 1-151 is to "provide systems with minimal training

requirements, such as self-teaching or computer-aided

instruction... (This] will minimize training cost and lost

time and increase use of systems." The Standard Terminal

Software Plan also identifies a Coast Guard-wide software

need for "interactive training packages for...use of major

software packages and utilities," and an "authoring packane

for development of computer aided instruction systems to

* support a wide variety of training needs (not just limited

to training for operating the Standard Terminal."

[Ref. 9: p. 271

14
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Computer-based training for new users of t'e

Standard Terrinal may not be a perfect scl,.t i r. t

indoctrination problem. Terminals bein. useci f-.r

are unavailable for operational matters. KnowIe-i9<e.' :sers

will still need to be available to answer Jnant!r:at

trainee questions. As with any self-paced instruction, there

is no guarantee that trainees will complete the course 3r

give it the attention expected. Nevertheless, a CRT aprroach

to Standard Terminal training does offer advantaies i

pertinent areas, particularly the logistics of 7,e t i':

widespread training requirements, and control over stan~laris

*l of training course content.

15
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III. TRAINING NEEDS OF STANDAPD TERMINAL USEPS

A. USER PROFILE AND TRAINING OBJECTIVES

This thesis focuses on the training needs of new users

of the Coast Guard Standard Terminal microcomputer. A "new

user" can occupy any pay grade or organizational position in

the Coast Guard, so an introductory training course must

consider the broadest possible spectrum of individual

characteristics (e.g., level of education). There are,

however, identifiable commonalities among new users of the

* CGST: all are adults, and all require access to the CGST to

perform some aspect of their jobs. These two traits qreatly

influence the approach taken by a computer-based training

course in operating the CGST ('in contrast, for example, to

computer-assisted instruction courses which teach children

to spell).

There are two further assumptions about the trainee

audience which are useful in designing a CBT course for

Coast Guard personnel. One is that the trainee is suhject to

* conflicting demands on his or her time; running through a

computer training course is a necessary exercise which may

be frequently interrupted by more pressing operational

* demands. Another assumption is that the new user has had

minimal exposure to computers, and may ee erlcatt

use the machine. Admittedly, not all trainees will possess

16



these characteristics. Many individuals may want to

participate in the course just to refresh skills previously

acquired and presently unused. Nevertheless, in preparing

for a "worst case" trainee, the CBT course will be more

likely to contain content and style applicable to all new

users.

The aim of an introductory CBT course on using the

Standard Terminal should be twofold.* First, the course must

demonstrate the common procedures required for any user to

access the computer system and perform productive

activities. The other broad objective 3hould be to provide

the user with a degree of confidence and flexibility in

using the machine. While the first objective involves a

straightforward sequence of cause/effect explanations and

practice, the second requires an emphasis on "why" certain

commands do certain things, in addition to the "how" of the

procedures. Is this knowledge important for a new user?

Perhaps not right away, but as the user gains experience and

comes to rely more on the computer for operational support,

the ability to think strategically (as opposed to thinking

mechanically) about computer procedures will contribute to

both effectiveness and efficiency.

*These general course objectives should not be
considered a substitute for detailed lesson objectives, as
discussed in several sources [Ref. 10, 111.

17
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B. TRAINING COURSE CONTENT

Using the Standard Terminal depends, to a large extent,

on knowledge of the commands available through the Executive

command interpreter. The procedural portion of the training

course will thus focus on using these Executive commands,

with supplementary coverage of some physical procedures

(e.g., powering up the system, loading floppy disks). Since

not all Executive commands are of equal immediate importance

to the new user (COPY will see more action than SELECTIVE

BACKUP), a hierarchy of importance can be approximated and

used to structure lesson emphasis and sequence. Appendix A

is a suggested introductory course outline, based on syste.m

documentation [Ref. 12], existing lecture course outlines

[Ref. 13, 14] and the personal experience of the author in

conducting CGST training sessions.* Executive commands which

are normally reserved for use by the System Manager, such as

those for changing a volume name or assigning directory

passwords, are not covered in the introductory course.

Material providing conceptual support for system

procedures is interwoven with the procedural portions of the

lessons. When considered separately, the conceptual portion

*Additional explanation about the structure of the

outline in Appendix A will follow in Chapter IV.

18
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of the course constitutes those elements of "computer

literacy" most applicable to CGST users, including:

- Data storage and manipulation as electronic/ magnetic
digital bits;

- Interpretation of bits and bytes as numbers and
alphanumeric characters;

- How data is organized in volumes, directories and
files;

- How data is accessed and manipulated by programs in the
Central Processing Unit;

- How data is protected, in both a security sense (as
with passwords) and a data integrity sense (archiving).

C. TRAINING COURSE STYLE

* Zemke and Zemke [Ref. 15) point out several aspects of

instructing adult learners which apply to a CBT introductory

course in using the Standard Terminal. Adults prefer an

efficient, no-nonsense approach toward acquiring some

specific knowledge or skill. They also like to decide for

themselves the best way to accomplish their learning goal.

Information is acquired most readily when it does not

conflict with past experience and beliefs,* and is presented

step by step at a pace which allows masterv before

continuing with new material.

*If the possibility of such a fundamental conflict does

exist, the instruction must be designed very carefullv,
providing deliberate, incremental introduction to and
substantiation of the new ideas, rather than assuming"
unquestioning user acceptance of quick summaries.

• . .• -. . .. -



Desirable attributes of a CBT course can be determiined

from these learner characteristics. Foremost among these is

the maximization of user choice and control over course

presentation. When the adult learner has a clear idea of

what information is needed to perform a particular task, the

* CBT program should give the user the opportunity to cover

only the desired topic and bypass extraneous material. A

heavy front-end load of explanatory or background

information which does not directly address the perceived

problem may be considered more of a nuisance than a help.

The same can be said about plodding through every lesson

* frame when a review or a lesson summary is all that is

desired. The adult user should have the option of deciding

just how much detail about a particular topic is covered.

This presumption of user foresight as a justification

for user control will not always apply. A trainee may be at

a complete loss about where to begin, and require

substantial guidance from the CBT program. This need should

be accomodated by having the instructional program "default" -

to a detailed presentation. User-control options can still

* be provided for those who desire them.

We can assume tha t Standard Terminal users will

participate in an introductory computer course because they

* need to use the machine in their job. In this situation, we

can further assume that the users will he self-motivated to

acquire knowledge about the computer. Any "failure" to learn

20



the material will be reflected in poor real-world

performance. Consequently, within-course tests, monitoring

of progress, and recording of course scores (which may be

legitimately used as instructional techniques within the

course) should not be necessary as inducements for proper

course completion.

21



IV. INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

A. INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN APPLIED TO COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING

A computer-based training course composed without the

* organizing structure and discipline of instructional design

principles is a hit-or-miss proposition. As explained by

Gagne and Briggs [Ref. 111, designing instruction goes

rbl beyond merely outlining topics to be covered. For example, a

successful course design will consider the type of knowledge

being conveyed: verbal information, attitudes, intellectual

* skills, motor skills, or cognitive strategies. Each of these

categories calls for a unique presentation strategy (~.

frame sequence, exercises performed). According to Gagne and

Briggs, the course should also specifically address the nine

instructional events which are present in any learninn

situation.* By following these and other guidelines, course

*Instructional events:
1. Gaining attention

*2. Informing the learner of the objective
3. Stimulating the recall of prerequisite

learn ings
4. Presenting the stimulus material
5. Providing learning guidance
6. Eliciting the performance

*7. Providing feedback about performance
correctness

8. Assessing the performance
9. Enhancing retention and transfer

See Gagne arnd Briggs, (Ref. 11: p. 165]

22
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material is presented to the learner in a manner which

capitalizes on current understanding of the mental processes

involved in knowledge acquisition. Effectiveness anO

efficiency in imparting knowledge are thus maximized.

In their prescriptions for instructional design, Gaane

and Briggs integrate concepts from several distinct areas of

learning theory (cognitive, affective, and psychomotor

domains). In a similar fashion, the Gagne-Briggs model has

been combined with aspects of other models to create a more

general synthesis of instructional design theory. The

primary components of this synthesis are Merrill's Component

Display Theory (CDT) and the Reigeluth-Merrill Elaboration

Theory. CDT focuses on micro-strategy, or the instructional

techniques used to present a single idea. Elaboration Theory

is an extension of CDT principles to the macro-strategy

level: how a collection of related ideas can best be

combined in a single course of instruction.

This thesis deals primarily with an implementation of

Elaboration Theory in a computer-based training course. The

following paragraphs discuss essential components of the

theory. Micro-strategy principles and related consid9erations

of lesson presentation style are then briefly highlighted.

23
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B. MACRO-STRATEGY: ELABORATION THEORY

As discussed by Reigeluth and Stein [Ref. 161, the

Elaboration Theory emphasizes organizational aspects of

instruction, as opposed to course delivery or course

management concerns. Four problem areas of macro-strateay

are addressed: selection of specific ideas for instructional

delivery, sequencing of ideas in the course presentation,

synthesizing individual course ideas with overall course

structure and objectives, and summarizing subject-ratter

content. Elaboration Theory proposes a general model of

instructional design, incorporating techniques to deal .ith

each of these problem areas.

The general model centers on a sequence of lesson

modules which elaborate on ideas presented in other,

preceding lessons.

The Elaboration Theory of instruction starts the
instruction with a special kind of overview of the
simplest and most fundamental ideas within the subject
matter; it adds a certain amount of complexity or detail
to one part or aspect o: the overview; it reviews the
overview and shows the relationships between the most
recent ideas and the ideas presented earlier; and it

continues this pattern of elaboration followed by summary
and synthesis until the desired level of complexity ha
been reached on all desired parts or aspects of the
subject matter. It also allows for informed le~arne

control over the selection and sequencing of content.
[Ref. 16: p. 341]

Reigeluth and Stein employ a zoom-lens analoay to

illustrate Elaboration Theory [Ref. 16: p. 340]. The learner

starts with a broad picture, develops an understanding o'

224.
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the major parts and their relationships (but without a lot

of detail), then picks one aspect of the broad picture to

I zoom into focus. After studying this more detailed view, the

learner can zoom back out to reestablish perspective about

how the newly-acquired details f it into the overall

structure. It is also possible to zoom further into the

picture for even more details, provided that no detailed

level is seen without first viewing the "higher level"

picture of which it is a part.

An overview module is given a special name: epitome.

The material presented in an epitome is not an abstract

0 summary of all the course content in lower-l-evel modules.

Instead, the epitome consists of a few fundamental,

representative ideas that are presented in a concrete,

application-level manner (e.g., with examples and practice).

The learner acquires specific knowledge which is inherently

pertinent, and which is also the foundation for knowledae

acquired in lower-level elaboration modules. For example, in

our CBT situation, learning to use the command LOGOUT is

relatively simple, but incorporates procedural steps common

• to all other Executive commands.

An epitome module with all of its related elaboration

modules is known collectively as a lesson set. Any module

situated between the highest and lowest levels of the course

is both an elaborating module in one set and an epitome

module in another. This h ierarchv represents a

b0
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simple-to-complex range of information; ideas derived from

elaboration modules add to rather than explain or clarify

* dideas given in the epitome.

The Elaboration Theory identifies instructional

strategy components in addition to the elaborative sequence,

which deals with the main structure of the course.

Individual lessons may use:

- Learning-prerequisite sequences, ar presentations of
the critical components of an idea;

- Content summarizers, which include condensed
restatements of the lesson's ideas and facts, reference
examples, and practice items;

- Content synthesizers, which provide perspective of how
a lesson's content fits into the logical structure of
the overall course content;

- Analogies, useful in relating novel ideas to examples
with which the learner is familiar;

- Cognitive-strategy activators, either embedded (e.g.
graphic diagrams, mnemonic asociations) or detached
(hints about useful learning techniques to employ);

- Learner control, particularly over the pace ofr
instruct on and the selection and sequencing of lesson
content.

iGagne and Briggs developed the concept of learning
prerequisites, or preliminary knowledge which must by
acquired before the subject ideas can be comprehended. In
their model, learning prerequisites for a particular
intellectual skill can be discovered through learnina task
analysis, and used to create a learning hierarchy as a auide
to lesson sequencing. [Ref. il1

2One study of U.S. Navy enlisted personnel showed 30% to
66% improvement in course completion time of a CBT proqram
when students were given control of branching and the option
of bypassing extraneous material; satisfactory completion
scores were maintained [Ref. 17]. Tennyson notes, however,
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Elaboration Theory discusses course content as well as

guidelines for course framework. Subject matter can belong

to one of three types of content: concepts, procedures, or

principles. Reigeluth and Stein [Ref. 16: p. 3431 define a

concept as "a set of objects, events, or symbols that have

certain characteristics in common," and provide "sonnet" as

an example concept. A procedure is "a set of actions that

are intended to achieve an end...a skill, technique, or

method." A principle is "a change relationship; it indicates

that relationship between a change in one thing and a chance

in something else," and is usually a theoretical description

of cause and effect.

Epitomizing and elaboration is done for one particular

type of subject matter content. This is necesssary because

different types of content may call for different technicues

of simple-to-complex sequencing. The structure of the course

will reflect the type of content judged to be most important

for meeting instructional objectives; the course will

therefore have either a conceptual, a procedural, or a

theoretical organization. Information in this dominant

*category is called the "organizing content." Ideas in the

other two categories and rote facts may be presented in the

that for learner control to be effective, the learner must
have timely feedback about his or her proaress towar] the
educational goal [Ref. 13!.
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course as information relevant to the organizing content.

This information is referred to as "supporting content."

j| An introductory course in using the Standard Terminal

will have a procedural organization; the primary objective

is to provide trainees with knowledge of the actions they

must take to effectively use the CGST. The "computer

literacy" portions of the course represent conceptual

supporting content. No theoretical content is involved.

*Appendix A, a proposed CBT course outline, distinguishes

between lesson elements which reflect the organizing content

and those which are of the supporting type.

C. MICRO-STRATEGY AND PRESENTATION STYLE

Merrill's Component Display Theory is a precursor of

Elaboration Theory. CDT offers detailed guidelines for

designing instruction to present a single idea. It

prescribes techniques for presenting subject matter based on

its organizing and supporting content, and matched with the

level of learner performance desired. [Ref. 19]

The literature contains many sugqestions for creatina

effective computer-based instructional courses; most are, inS
actuality, micro-strateqy components or techniaues. For

example, a common differentiation among presentation

strategies gives the instructional desianer a choice of

drill-and-practice, tutorials, simulations, or aames

[Ref. 20, 211. Each of these strategies is concerned with•

0
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what the learner sees in successive video displays within a

particular lesson, and how specific lesson elements can be

best presented. They do not address the problems of subject

matter selection, proper sequencing of ideas, synthesizing

component ideas with overall course structure, or

summarizing subject-matter content.

Considerations of presentation style are also micro-

strategy components. These include such factors as:

- Making video screen displays easy to read, as by
double-spacing all text and using a clear-screen
function instead of scrolling the screen Oisplay;

- Using video screen graphics to support or replace text;

- Including motivational elements to encourage prolonaeO
learner interest;

- Ensuring a high degree of user interaction with the
computer, beyond mere "page-turning" of video screen
displays;

- Selecting appropriate types of reinforcement or
feedback in response to user input;

% - - Designinq effective and non-intimidatina user'comn'ItIt
" dialogues (computer prompts; rules of communicatio, r.

[Ref 20, 21, 22[

While it is beyond the scope of this thesi:- to c~vwr

micro-strategies in any greater detail, the,! are'.

* considerations in preparinq any CPT product. ',mnrr -

Display Theory, in particular, provides a cui<iin f-i".-..

which can incorporate the specific recomnmr r-!' r-.

0 presentation style made by other authors.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY AND TECHNICAL NOTES

A. COURSEWARE LOGIC

1. Implementation of Elaboration Theory

The "How To" CBT course* on using the Standard

Terminal is a fairly direct implementation of Elaboration

Theory principles. The course has a procedural organization,

although the conceptual supporting content (in essence, the

"computer literacy" portion) represents a suhs, nti< 7

percentage of all ideas presented. Separate on-line I.esson

text files correspond directly to the lesson 'orlu1-s

outlined in Appendix A. These files can be summoned only in

the sequence prescribed for the course's epitomes an3

elaborations. The trainee, however, has complete control

over which elaboration "branches" to pursue. In fact, the

availability of elaboration modules throuqhout the course

can be considered as an extended menu of lesson topics.

User control is effected through special keys on

the terminal keyboard. With single keystrokes, the trainee

is able at any time to advance lesson frames, reverse fra'e

sequence, restart the current frame, restart the current

*The generic term applied to a complete computer-based
instructional program is "courseware;" this refers to
instructional design logic as well as computer program . "
log ic.
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lesson module, return to the epitome, and change from the

"Learn" mode to the "Review" mode (see page 35) or back.

.l When appropriate in the lesson (specifically, when in a

Summarizer/Synthesizer frame of an epitome, as explained

below) , the user can branch to an elaboration module. A

prompting message lets the user confirm that the selected

elaboration is the correct one. The user can also exit the

course at any time by pressing the FINISH key; again, a

prompting message allows the user to confirm the FI",ISP

request.

There are two notable differences between this

course's design and the general model for instruction

prescribed by Elaboration Theory. Reigeluth and Stein

recommend that, after an epitome has been mastered and the

learner progresses to a more detailed level of elaboration,

control of elaborating lesson presentations should chain

directly through the sequence of lesson modules at that new

level. A within-set Summary/Synthesizer module is interposer]

between succeeding lesson modules to provide the "zoom-out

for perspective" feature of their zoom-lens anaioav'

[ [Ref. 16: p. 367]. In the "How To" course, however, contril

does not pass directly from one elaborating module to the

next in sequence at the same level. Althouqh each lesson

*module ends with a Summary/Synthesizer group of lesson

frames, lesson control (and video display) returns to the

epitome lesson at the point from which the -laboration
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lesson was called. Subsequent modules at the elaboration

level can then be called as desired from the epitome. This

change of tactics not only provides the user with more

control over the course, but deals more readily with sharp

discontinuities in subject matter between "successive"

elaboration modules.

The second disparity between the "How To" course

and Elaboration Theory guidelines involves the change in

Utype of organizing content for some elaboration modules. In

the general model of Reigeluth and Stein, the organizinn

content selected for the course (conceptual, procedural or

theoretical) must apply to all lesson modules within the

course. The introductory CBT course under consideration,

however, contains a large portion of conceptual

underpinnings for the main topic, computer operation

procedures. For example, a fairly detailed discussion of

computer hardware concepts is necessary to explain the

functions of all the equipment confronting the new user.

This amount of detail is presented by allowing procedural-

content epitomes to be elaborated upon by conceptual-content

modules.

2. Format and Features of the "How To" Course

The "How To" program is summoned by enterino the

Executive command HOW TO. After a series of time-paced

introductory video displays, control of the course (as far

as advancing/reversing lesson frames, etc.) is given to thl
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trainee. In a micro-strategy sense, the course is prirarilv

a tutorial. Lesson frames correspond to pages in a book.

After ideas are presented, the user is queried to verify

that their content has been comprehended. The program can

respond to user input ("answers") in a number of ways:

advancing to the next frame, skipping frames, showing an

error message and soliciting different input, branchina to

remediation frames, returning to preceding frames for

review, or calling different explanatory lesson modules.

other categories of presentation strategy (,Iril a r>

practice, simulations, and games) can be i ncorpo t-a. t 3

throughout the course to provide presentation techni~iues

appropriate for the subject matter.

No attempt was made to simulate various Standard

Terminal application programs (such as Word Processina and

the Executive command interpreter) for instructional

purposes. Instead, the CBT program provides the capabilitv "

to branch directly to an application program for "real-

world" user practice. When the trainee executes either a

normal or abnormal FINISH from the application, the

instructional program is automatically reentered at th e

frame following the point of departure. This Gtrateqv

eliminates the necessity of reproducinq application

functions in the instructional program (which, in most

cases, would require prohibitive programminq efforts) . t

also lets the trainee practice with the full capabilities
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and quirks of the application which he or she will need to

use later on the job.*

The user can select either a "Learn" or "Review"

study mode. In the Learn mode, all lesson frames are

presented; in Review, the user sees only Summary/Synthesizer

frames. This allows someone who wants to refresh instruction

previously received to bypass the time-consuming detailed

steps.

Another program feature is the on-line "help"

information, available to the trainee at any time during th'e

course. By pressing the HELP key, the user can see in one

screen display the titles of the current lesson and source

epitome lesson, the current study mode, and a list of the

special key commands for course control. A second

consecutive HELP request will route presentation control to

a lesson sequence explaining the command-key functions and

general course structure.

3. Lesson Control through Text Files

One approach to programming on-line instruction is

to establish a separate "run" file for each lesson module

(i.e., develop unique source code in a computer programinq

language to present each lesson module in the course; each

lesson is compiled separately and integrated in the course

*The primary drawback to this approach, loss of direct.

CBT program interaction and control, is discussed in a later
section.
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at runtime through a subroutine call). The "Pow To" course,

in contrast, uses only one "run" file for any number of

lesson modules. A set of standard courseware functions, such

as advance-to-next-frame or clear-video-display, is written

into the program. The lesson module is established as an on-

line ASCII text file, with certain characters reserved for

program control. The program reads the text file one

character at a time, and, when it encounters one of the

reserved control characters, performs the indicatec1

function.*

With this control structure, courseware logic is

highly flexible; no recompilation of source code is required

to effect a change in course presentation. The programming

features implemented in the "How To" course make it possible

to reproduce each of the three components of structured

computer programming (sequence, repetition and choice). The

courseware itself can thus conform to currently accepted

rules of good programming style.

B. SOFTWARE DESIGN: PROGRAM LOGIC

1. Implementation of Lesson Text File Control

A lesson module text file is accessed by the course

program as a read-only input byte stream (an unstructured

sequence of byte values). Each byte value in the ASCII fil-

*This approach is similar to the Altair "Coursewriter"

codes used by William K. Jackson, as cited in [Ref. 221.
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is examined as it is read, but only the reserved proaram-

control byte values initiate program action. Since the

Standard Terminal operating system uses an extended ASCII

character set (256 possible values), the full range of

standard ASCII characters can be made available for video

presentation by ensuring that all control characters have a

value greater than 7FH. The control characters presently

recognized by the "How To" program are listed in Appendix P.

Program-control byte values may be followed by

numeric or character-string "parameters" for use by the

program. For example, the code to initiate video character

attributes, such as reverse video or blinking, must he

followed by a video frame identifier, column number, line

number, attribute code, and the number of columns to which

the attribute is to apply.

2. Use of Long-Lived Memory

The "How To" program consists of several modules

called into main memory as virtual-storage segments. There

are a variety of program variables which all subroutines

must access, but too many to conveniently pass as subroutine

parameters. In addition, there are several program-defined

stack structures which require memory storage independent of

the particular program module which occupies the swa&,

buffer. To accomodate global program variables and larce

memory structures, contiguous blocks of system Long-Lived
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(LL) Memory* are allocated and initialized at program load.

A table is maintained in Block 0 which holds the byte
offsets (from the LL Memory base address) of all LL Memory

blocks. Consequently, the base address of Long-Lived Memory

can be passed as a parameter between program subroutines; a

quick table look-up will provide the memory address of any

of the stack, table, or variable blocks in Lonq-Lived

Memory, making them available for direct subroutine access.

The stack structures in LL MIemory are particularly

important to program functions. For example, there is a

stack of lesson text file names indicating the "path" the

user has taken to call the current lesson module. Returnino

to a module's epitome is primarily a matter of poppinc t.e

file name stack, retrieving the n-w top file name, and

opening that file as the input byte stream. Another stack:

contains last-position markers for each of the files on the

text file name stack. These markers indicate the byte offset

within the corresponding text file from which the ast

elaboration call was made. When an epitome text file is

*In the Standard Terminal, main memory is allocated for
program use as either Short-Lived or Lonq-Lived. SL "emorv

* begins at the highest available address and expands
downward; it is used for all program instructions and
system-defined data structures. LL .Memory starts at the
lowest available address and expands upwa-,; it can e
allocated by an application for preserving values a.fter the
application itself has terminated. [Ref. 121
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reopened, the program "speed-reads" up to the offset value

kept on the stack, then resumes the lesson by checking for

program-control characters.

3. Reentrant Features of Course

When the course loads an application program such

as the Word Processor, the machine code instructions for

"How To" are overwritten in memory and control is completely

passed to the new application. However, prior to exiting,

the CBT program is able to do two things: establish itself

as the "exit run file" for the subsequent application, an9

preserve a copy of the Long-Lived 1"emory block contents onSI
disk. When the new application terminates, the "How To" run

file, as the declared exit run file, is automatically 

reloaded. As part of its initialization routine, the CBT

program checks the disk to see if a current "SaveLLMemorv"

file exists. If so, the contents of LL Memory are copied

from the disk and program control resumes where it left off

(i.e., at the appropriate byte offset location in the

current lesson text file).

Returning from the Executive is a slightly

different matter since its run file totally resets t e

application memory space, including the default exit run

file. This means that the user must specifically enter the
0

Executive command HOW TO to reenter the course proqrar.

Again, the program checks for a current "SaveLLDemory" file
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on disk, reestablishes Long-Lived I'emory if the file exists,

and resumes lesson presentation at the Doint of departure.

4. Multi-user Environments

The "How To" course is able to run simultaneously

on all terminals in a cluster. There is no problem with one

workstation examining the "SaveLLMemory" file of another by

mistake, then "resuming" the wrono lesson. A different file

is created for each workstation, with the file name

incorporating the unique workstation number assigned by the

master workstation as each clustered terminal is brouaht on-

line. The other factor that provides terminal independence
10

is the opening of each lesson module as a read-only byte

stream, as opposed to opening it as an exclusive-use file.

Any number of applications can copy read-only files into

main memory for program use.

In multi-user environments, it may be possible for

one trainee to leave a course in an incomplete state, say by

entering the Executive as part of a course "simulation," but

logging out and leaving the terminal instead of resuming the

course and calling the Finish routine. Anyone else w-n

starts the "How To" program at that terminal will then

reenter the course at the point where it was left by the

previous user.

This can certainly occcur, but not if at sufficient

time has elapsed since the first trainee logqed out. The

program checks the date and time the "Sa,7eLLremorv" fiL- .. as
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last modified, and, if over four hours previous to the

current system date and time, starts the lesson as if the

old one had not been left incomplete.

5. Programming Approach

The "How To" source program was written in Pascal.

There are two reasons why a multi-purpose programming

language was chosen for this courseware over a commercially-

available CAI "authoring" language. The first is that, at

the time this thesis project was initiated, the U.S. Coast

Guard had not selected a service-wide standard authorina

language [Ref. 23], and one project objective was to

implement a computer-based training course with software

commonly available to Coast Guard field units and training

support staffs. The other reason is noted by Bork [Ref. 24:

p. 2031 and other writers. Pascal and other multi-purpose

languages provide a high degree of flexibility in defininn

courseware. There is no inherent bias in the lesson

attributable to a particular courseware programmer's assump-

tions and constraints. In addition, as a "system-standard"

language, the Standard Terminal version of Pascal is ahle
0

to directly access operating system services with subroutine

calls. For example, using the CTOS functions ReadByte and

WriteByte provides noticeaI'v faster response than the

Pascal operations READ an, ' ITE.

The program is s ifticiently larqe that the 7mor

subroutine modules must be 1brouch t into main :- -o. r.',, i
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virtual storage overlays. However, there is no noticeable

slowdown in program performance while seament-swapping is

performed.* A 128 kilobyte swap buffer is quite adequate for

the program's use. To promote modularity of design and

reduce the amount of swapping, all keyboard input for course

control is handled by one particular module. All program

entry and exit (as when chaining to another application run

file) is conducted by the main program module, which remains

resident in memory while other modules swap.

C. STANDARD TERMINAL CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

* Through CTOS service subroutine calls, the CBT proaram

has extensive control over screen display, timing delays,

memory allocations, disk access, keyboard input, file

management (creation, deletion, etc.), and a variety of

other operating system features. The capabilities these

services provide for CBT courseware allow considerairIe.

versatility in lesson appearance and function. There are,

however, some system limitations worth mentioning.

The characteristics of AWS workstation harc!wa -

constitute a significant constraint on the Standard Terminal

introductory course. The most apparent limitation is in the

* *One drawback to using virtual storage overlays on the
Standard Terminal system is that PasMin, a special procedure
for significantly reducing the size of a run-time task imaqe
which meets certain requirements, cannot be used. Since the
"How To" program is not intended to be installed as a
resident utility, this is not a critical restriction.

0
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video display capability. While IWS and MWS workstations can

have up to 132 columns and 34 lines of video display, the

AWS is restricted to 80 columns and 28 lines. In addition,

the AWS cannot accomodate more than 16 "special characters"

(including the graphics characters dicussed below) on any

one line of video display. AWS video frames cannot be

vertically divided or overlapped. To avoid designinq

completely different courses for IWS and AWS workstations,

the CBT course must cater to AWS specifications. Thi3

results in the bottom six lines of video display on I 'S

terminals being unused, and in restrictions on the

complexity of screen graphics.

Although hardware and software modifications for bit-

mapped video graphics are an available option for the

Standard Terminal, by far the most prevalent graphics

capability at field installations is based on the "graphics"

characters (i.e., single lines, double lines, and thick

lines in varying orientations, intersections, corners, etc.)

of the standard video font. The "How To" program relies on

this standard font for its video displays. Diagrams are
e

consequently limited to static combinations of "qraphics"

characters.

There is another restriction on the courseware which

stems from characteristics of the current version of the

operating system (CTOS 8.0). A preferred approach to

conducting "simulations" with other applications would he to
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create independent windows in the video disnlav, ' n unc er

control of the CBT program and another under control of

desired run file. The CBT program could then mcnitor learner

keystrokes in interaction with the "simulated" apnlication,

and display appropriate instructional text in it! own

window. Unfortunately, the application programs of primery

interest for such an arrangement (text editor, r

Processor, etc.) each completely reset the svste7 "7i,9ec

Control Block and would overwrite any CPT-pescri-e . .:il

for video frames (windows). There are other 1i-ti _

prohibiting this approach which invol-m the n3ce-'enta

subordination of interacti ... task i-a _s in the primar' 3,

secondary application partiti-rs f ain -enorv.

D. SOFTWAPE DE.rG:: PPoP7.'" 1W _

courseware wT -i . .t -nr :r -~r

particu 1 r . . . " " t . 3  : 1 ,

control 1;At ,- . , . t

i~sscn r-o ulv> - . ' ! " • , . ',- r ~ '  
U ",'-;i,' r'

the CBT ,.ours, w r, , r' - '. . - - -

* l]isk memory ~ ~ h -~

completed course Is on )rer )f two,

program design, any tnu,."i, I-son fi1. -e'K, ,
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as nearly one megabyte. Tests of program response times

under these conditions of larger lesson text files is
[I

needed.

Some aspects of the present courseware could stand

improvement. As discussed above, there is a loss of course

control and interaction when an application run file is

loaded for "simulation" activity. The trainee must make note

of actions he is to take once the subject application is

brought into memory; there is no Way the CBT program can

confirm that these actions are in fact taken, or assist the

trainee if he encounters trouble while in the "remote"

application.

Analysis- of user input is not very sophisticated. The

course writer must anticipate acceptable trainee responses

to queries (including misspellings, synonyms, etc.) for a

direct string-to-string comparison. An "otherwise" option is

available for alternate program response (for example, an

error message with a request to try the input again), but

unanticipated legitimate answers may erroneously result in

the "otherwise" set of instructions being executed.

This program is not portable to other makes of

computer. it is tightly bound to the current version of

CTOS, relying extensively on system-peculiar operating

system services. This apparent drawback is counterbalanced

by considering that the program is intended to operate

exclusively on the Coast Guard Standard Terminal.
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Specifications for future replacements for the current CGS'7

hardware/software suite will likely require compatahility

with existing software, greatly reducing problems of

migration to later generations of the CGST.

E. LESSON TEXT FILE "SYNTAX"

Since the lesson text files are in such direct control

of the course presentation and program functions, a set of

guidelines for lesson-command sequence and appearance (in

effect, a programming syntax) must be determined.* Sevral

program commands available to the lesson text fil.

*correspond directly to CTOS service calls (e.q., Delay for a

specified time interval). These commands must also comply

with restrictions of allowable parameter values and formats

outlined in the CTOS Operating System tPanual [Ref. 12?.

Although many courseware syntax rules can be imolied fro-,

examining the program control character descriptions in.

Appendix B and reviewing existing lesson text files, no

formal compilation of such guidelines has yet been produced.

One valuable attribute of the current program is the

* possibility of including extensive comments in the lesson

text files. No special delimiters for comment statements are

*An example of one such courseware rule is that an End-
of-lesson character should not be precedted by an Fnd-of-
frame character; this sequence would necessitate two
consecutive NEXT PAGE key entries by the user to continue
with the next lesson.
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required; the program merely skips over these bytes until a

valid control character is encountered. This capability

allows clear explanations of course and lesson logic to be

imbedded where they are most needed.

4
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis demonstrates that a computer-based training

course introducing operating procedures and concepts to new

users of the Coast Guard Standard Terminal microcomputer is

technically feasible, using common CGST distribution

software for course development, and applying principles of

the Elaboration Theory of instructional desion. This

particular approach to instruction would provide typical

Coast Guard trainees with a high degree of control over

course schedule, pace, and subject matter coveraae. As a

result, training could readily adapt to the unpredictable,

high-priority demands of operational requirements.

The "How To" CBT program developed for this project can

be readily applied to subject areas beyond an introductory

computer procedures course. Course control is invested in

any number of unique lesson text files usinq imbed9ed

program-control characters. The program itself Js

independent of lesson content and instructional 7,icro-

strategy. Any subject matter can therefore be presented by

using the established program functions.

All Standard Terminal installations in the field meet

certain minimum hardware criteria (e.q., 512 kilobytes of

main memory in all workstations; at least AWS video display
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capability). This courseware was developed to operate on

equipment with the standard configuration. Consequently, the

primary constraint for program installation and use is the

amount of hard disk storage space available for the lesson

text files.

Any software application which can be run on the

Standard Terminal can be incorporated as part of the CBT

course without the protracted efforts required to develop a

simulation. This makes the "How To" course highly adaptable

to changes in available software. Another consideration is

the migration capability of this particular software

product. The CBT program will remain viable as long as

future generations of the Standard Terminal provide

operating system features compatible with the current

version.

Course logic and presentation can be revised auicklv,

since there is no need to recompile source code. This :.akes

rapid course prototyping and testing possible. It is also

easy to accomodate local additions or modifications to the

course (for example, to include the locally-defined names of

printers or discussions of special utilities). In fact, when

the Executive is entered as part of the course, it is

possible to modify the lesson text file currently "in use."

Even if the tinkering course writer inadvertantly ruins the

"'current" text file (from a standpoint of course syntax or
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logic) when using this capability, no permanent damage is

done since the actual program source code is never changed.

There are some drawbacks to the CBT program in its

present form. The "How To" course, under the current version

of the operating system, is not able to run interacti,,e

software applications under CBT program control with

simultaneous vi 'eo displays (windows). Thorough testinQ of

the courseware remains to be conducted, especially in an

actual training situation with a "finished" product. Anotl'er

constraint is the impossibilit of anticipatinq 3il

reasonable trainee questions about course content; local

system managers or other knowledgeable users would need to

be available to assist trainees when the CPT program does

not. *

Course writers may also find that the lesson text files

are difficult to prepare and interpret. Each of the 35

program-control characters presently in use must be inserted

as hexadecimal byte values through the Standard Terminal's

text editor. The video display symbols for these characters

(particularly superscripted and subscripted numerals; see

Appendix B) can be awkward to identify.

*The impact of any computer-based traininq course on

D Coast Guard field personnel will also depend on their
individual outlooks toward computers in general. Kearsley,
Hillelsohn and Seidel note that people with positive
feelings about computers benefit from computer-based
instruction, whereas those with negative feelings do not

[Ref. 25: p. 1061.
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B. POTENTIAL COURSEWARE ENHANCEMENTS

There are several potential enhancements to the "How

To" program:

- An on-line course outline within the "How To" course,
similar to the present HELP feature, would help users
"lost" in the course, and those searching for a

particular skill area to review.

- A special file could be created to record each user

session for subsequent replay, if desired. This would
be analagous to the ".ts" file created by the system's
text editor.

- A resident utility accessing the "How To" program could

be developed to act as an extended system HELP feature.

A special key input (e.g. , ACTION-HELP) could triciaer
an excerpted tutorial on whatever Executive comman9
name was placed in the "Command" bar.

- An authoring system for this CBT product would be a
definite benefit. Rather than juggling hexadecimal
codes in the text editor to define lesson control, the
course writer would specify textual content, video
characteristics, and other course features through an
"English-language" interface; program-control codes,
lesson text, and comments would then be established in
the lesson text file automatically. [Ref. 26]

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis draws no conclusions about the relative

merits of computer-based training and other instructional

media. The primary intent of the project is to demonstrate

the technical feasibility of CBT for indoctrinating new

users of the Standard Terminal, and to comment on some

organizational advantages to this form of instruction.
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Specific recommendations include:

- When making decisions about an appropriate media for
training new users of the Coast Guard Standard
Terminal, computer-based training should be considered
a technically viable alternative.

- The principles of Elaboration Theory and the
capabilities of the "How To" course can be applied as
comparison criteria in evaluating commercial computer-
assisted instruction authoring systems.

- If found to be useful and cost-effective, the "How To"
program and lesson modules can be further developed in
their present form for use in the field. There are
additional considerations for continuina this oro -ect:

- Since the courseware would be installed in existin
equipment, cost/benefit analysis of the project shouM'
treat the expense of all Standard Terminal hardware an(,
system software as a sunk cost [Ref. 27].

- A team approach to course development, involving
specialists in subject matter content, instructional
design, presentation media, and course programming will
likely result in a more efficient and instructionallv
sound course than is possible for any single individual
to create [Ref. 20, 28].

i
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER-BASED INTRODUCTORY COURSE OUTLINE

A. OUTLINE STRUCTURE

1. Numbering Scheme - Epitomes and Elaborations

Numbered paragraphs in section B of this Appendix

indicate lesson modules. Subsidiary "elaboration" modules

for each "epitome" module are themselves epitomes for lower-

level lesson modules. Each module number is a concatenation

of its epitome's number and a within-set seauence num.Lrer,

separated by a period (for example, module 2.4.1 is the

first lesson in the sequence elaborating on module 2.4). An

individual module's number will thus reveal its ",hierarchy

path" and elaboration level.

Organizing and supporting content ideas for each

module are lettered and listed immediately after the module

name. Supporting content within any module will eithr ne

rote facts or ideas opposite in type (procedural vs.

*• conceptual) to the module's organizinq content.

Some outline sections have not been detailed. Thase

are indicated by "a..?" in place of specific content i, eas,

* with a parenthetical summary of the module's contents.

Specific Standard Terminal Executive commands are shown i2

all-capital letters.
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2. Abbreviations/Symbols Used

(P) Procedural organizing content

(C) Conceptual organizing content

(S) Supporting content

(E) Elaboration provided in lower levels

(L) Depends on locally prescribed system procedures

B. COURSE STRUCTURE

0. MAIN (LEVEL 0) EPITOME (P)

a. Introduction (separate "lesson")

b. Power up / Reset computer (E,L)

c. Set video intensity

- Turn up your workstation (not too far)

- Turn down unused workstations

- Screen tilt and swivel

d. Sign on (E)

e. Use HELP to review/select Executive commands (7)

f. Enter Executive commands; LOGOUT

- Minimum letters to uniquely identify comman.-I

- Press RETURN for parameter list or 'GO" orom~t

- Press CANCEL to cancel command (Von't ex<ecut-

- Press GO to execute command

g. Reset video intensity / Power down (L)

- Reverse sequence of power up

- Never turn off master workstation when an'

cluster workstation is in us-e
S
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1. Power Up / Reset Computer (P)

a. System hardware (S,E)

b. Turn on power strip/reset voltage protector (L)

c. Turn on disk drive, wait (L)

d. Turn on master workstation, wait (L)

e. Workstation hardware testing (S,E)

f. Bootstrapping the operating system (S,E)

g. System Initialization batch jobs (S,E)

h. Turn on cluster workstation (L)

i. Alternative: RESET button (L)

-Response to system crash

j. Turn on peripheral devices (E)

1.1. System Hardware (C)

a. Hardware components (description) (E)

b. Hardware arrangement (configuratien) (E)

c. Protecting hardware

- End-user concerns for equipment upkeeo

1.1.1. Equipment Description (C)

V a. Workstation hardware (E)

b. Secondary memory (E)

c. Printers (E)

* d. Modems

- Digital/analog signal conversion
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1.1.1.1. Workstation Hardware (C)

a. CRT - video display (E)

b. Keyboard (E)

c. Central Processing Unit (E)

d. Types of workstation (E)

1.1.i.i.1. CRT - Video Display (C)

a. Character display matrix

b. Character font

c. Graphics capability

1.1.1.1.2. Keyboard (C)

a. Key groups

b. Keyboard LED's

c. Shift lock: not for some keys

d. Variability of keyboard

interpretation (S)

- soft font

- function keys; templates

- coincidence with print wheels

1.1.1.1.3. Central Processing Unit (C)

a. Computer chips and busses

b. P emory

0
c. Arithmetic-Logic Unit (ALU)

d. Controller

e. input/Output
0
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1.1.1.1.4. Types of Workstation (C)

a. MWS

b. IWS

c. AWS (Cluster and Standalone)

1.1.1.2. Secondary Memory (C)

a. Disk controller

b. Hard disk

- Description

c. Floppy disk

- Description

d. Magnetic tape

- Description

1.1.1.3. Printers (C)

a. Dot matrix

b. Daisy wheel ("letter-quality")

c. Serial vs. parallel

1.1.2. Typical Coast Guard Sta.ndard Terminal

Configurations (C)

a. Cluster vs. standalone

b. Shared peripheral devices

c. Example configurations

d. Distance limitations
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1.2. Workstation Hardware Testing (C)

a..? (Internal tests performed)

1.3. Boostrapping the Operating System (C)

a. Operating System as a controlling program

b. CPU resident vs. disk resident

c. Trouble indicators on boot

1.4. System Initialization batch jobs (C)

a. Initial batch processing

b. Install spooler and queue manager

* c. Locally defined batch jobs

1.5. Operating Peripheral Devices (P)

a. Floppy disk (E)
i

-Loading

- Red light on latch

- Release

- AWS mini-floppies

b. Magnetic tape (E,L)

- Power

- Loading

c. Anadex printer (E,L)

- Position paper

- Power

- On-line light
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d. Diablo printer (E,L)

jd - Position paper

- Power

e. Prentice-Hall modem (E,L)

f. Ventel modem (E,L)

1.5.1. Floppy Disk (P)

a. Types of floppy disks (S)

b. Description (S)

c. Handling

d. Storage

1.5.2. 11agnetic Tape (P)

a..? (Description, operating procedures)

1.5.3. Anadex 9500 Printer (P)

a..? (Operating procedures)

1.5.4. Diablo 1640 Printer (P)

a..? (Operating procedures)

1.5.5. Prentice-Hall Modem (P

a..? (Operating procedures)

1.5.6. Ventel Modem (P)

a..? (Operating procedures)
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2. Sign On (P)

jl a. Filling in "forms"

- Selecting lines in form

- RETURN, NEXT

- Up and down arrows

- Entering values

- Reverse video bar, cursor

- Upper/lower case tolerance

- Correcting mistakes in entries

- BACK SPACE, DELETE

* b. Enter user name

c. Purpose of user name (S,E)

d. Enter password; overtyped with "####"

e. Purpose of password (more later in course) (3)

f. Enter day, date and time (E)

g. Executing "forms" - press GO

2.1. User Name (C)

a. Allows access to computer system

b. Established by System Manager

c. User profile

- Default path

- Default command file

- Signon text files

- Signon chain files
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2.2. Day/Date/Time (P)

a. Allowable formats, sequence

b. Arbitrary initialization of system clock (S)

3. Use HELP to Review/Select Executive Commands (P)

a. Executive as command interpreter for operating

system (S)

b. Executive Status Frame (S)

- Purpose

- Components

c. "Command" bar (S)

0 d. Press HELP to list commands, twice for deta13t

e. Press HELP with partial entry in Command bar

f. Effective command file (S)

g. Reason for "complex" command structure (S)

h. Select command - what do you want to do?

- Control the computer (E)

- Work with files (E)

- Work with text (including printing) (E)

- Work with numbers (spreadsheet) (E)

S- Work with records (file/database managiement

systems) (E)

- Talk to other computers (E)

- Use a floppy disk (E)

- Control Executive commands (E)

- Program the computer (E)
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b. SCPFF: FT I.'S wo rstations only) (L)

c. System" -anu ,r options (summary) (3)

- i'onf : fl n iles

3.2. vorkina with F~I.s (P

a. PATH

b. Volure'directory files hierarchy (3)

c. Default path; user's "status board" (3)

- Volume [Svs] and directory <Sys> (S)

d. File names; "[I" and "<>" identifiers (E)

e. FILES

f. Required vs. optional command parameters

g. Wild card (*) for file lists (E)

h. COPY (E)

i. Accessing files in another directory (-)

-Appending passwords to file names

j. "[Confirm each?]" parameter

0 k. "[Overwrite OK?]" parameter (E)

1. TYPE

m. RENAME

n. DELETE (E)
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3.2.1. Naming Conventions (P)

a. No blanks (spaces) in file names; max

length; name reflect file contents/use

b. File prefixes and suffixes; conventions;

">" as prefix delimiter

c. File prefix as a subdirectory (S)

d. SET FILE PREFIX

e. Multiple file prefixes

f. Limit on number'files in directory (S)

g. Device identification with "[1"

3.2.2. Command Parameter Entries (P)

a. " parameters (yes or no)

b. Default parameter values

c. Multiple parameter entries separated by

spaces

d. Use of single quotes, ® in parameter

entries

e. List file (@FileName) for parameter

f. Parameter "error" messages

3.2.3. Wild Card (*) (P)

a. Correspondence of wild cards between

parameter entries

3.2.4. File Copying (P)

a. LCOPY
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3.2.5. Password Protection (P)

a. SET PROTECTION

b. Password protection levels/hierarchy (S)

c. Read and write protection (S)

3.2.6. File Content Manipulation (C)

a. Data storage on disk and in main memory

b. Reading and writing data; where actuall,

done

3.2.7. File Deletion (C)

a. File header

b. Data recovery

3.3. Working with Text (P)

a. APPEND

b. Text as data; ASCII code (S)

- Special characters; EOL, EOF

c. EDIT

d. Protection from disaster (S)

- "Name.ts" file

-. "-Old" file; renaming

e. REPLAY

f. WORD PROCESSOR

g. RECOVER

h. Housecleaning - delete "*-Old *.ts"

i. Printine copies of text ffiles ()



3.3.1. Printing Files (P)

a. FORMAT

b. Use of FORMAT for purposes other than

printing

c. PRINT

d. Spooled printing (S)

- Shared peripherals

- Disk buffer area

- Queue; priorities

e. SPOOLER STATUS

f. Print control from application programs

(Word Processor, IQL, etc.) (S)

g. MAKE WHEEL SET

h. "Printable" characters vs. video

display characters (S)

- Different interpretations of ASCII

control characters

- Printer limitations

3.4. Working with Numbers (P)

a. Electronic spreadsheets (S)

b. MULTIPLAN

c. Statistics programs (S)
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3.5. Working with Records (P)

a. IQL

b. ISAM16

c. SORT

d. MERGE

e. MAINTAIN FILE

f. Database management programs (S)

- CT DBIMS

- ReQuest

- R:Base 4000 (.MicroRim)

* g. Planning programs CS)

-PLANIT

3.6. Talking to Other Computers (P)

a. Data communications (S)

b. Electronic mail (S)

-CT Mail CE)

c. Communications protocols (S)

d. Terminal emulators CS)

e. Terminal emulation/protocol proqirams

-Hardware requirements (cahlin?, - tc-)(3

-Asynchronous Terminal Emulator (ATEF)

-Multimode Terminal Emulator (."T7) ' X<.25

Network Access Protocol (F)

-2780/3780 Remote Job Entry (~RF) (M)

-3270 Terminal Emltr(F)
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3.6.1. Asynchronous Terminal Emulator

a..? (Concepts and procedures)

3.6.2. MTE / X.25

a..? (Concepts and procedures)

3.6.3. CT Mail

a..? (Concepts and procedures)

3.6.4. 2780/3780 RJE

a..? (Concepts and procedures)

3.6.5. 3270 Terminal Emulator

a..? (Concepts and procedures)

3.7. Using a Floppy Disk (P)

a. Archiving data (S)

b. IVOLUME

c. VOLUME STATUS

d. Data grouping: paragraphs vs. sectors

vs. pages (S)

e. FLOPPY COPY

f. SELECTIVE BACKUP

g. RESTORE
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3.8. Controlling Executive Commands (P)

j a. SUBMIT

b. Keyboard input vs. submit file input (S)

c. RECORD

d. STOP RECORD

e. Editing a submit file

f. NEW COMMAND

q. REMOVE COMPIAND

3.9. Programming the Computer (P)

a. RUN FILE

b. System control and monitoring of progra7

execution (S)

c. PLOG

d d. DUMP

e. Creating a run file

- Choose a programming language (E)

- Edit the source file

- Compile (E)

- Link (E)

- Debug

f. Language interpreters

- BASIC

- CRUN

g. FORMS EDITOR

h. Control.linq hatch jobs
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i. Controlling memory partitions

j. Down the road: "fourth generation"

languages/application generators (S)

3.9.1. Programming Languages (C)

a. BASIC

b. FORTRAN

c. COBOL

d. Pascal

e. Assembly Language

* 3.9.2. Compiling Source Code (P)

a. BASIC COMPILE

b. FORTRAN

j c. COBOL

d. PASCAL

e. ASSEMBLE

3.9.3. Linking Object M1odules (P)

a. LINK

b. LIBRARIAN

c. Using a list file ( 3FileN&a-e?
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